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Wetrok Granuline
Riding the crest of a wave

Granuline at a glance

Find out more about the benefits  
of Granuline. Watch the film.

Granuline:  
in the wake of granulate power

So sensational that we had 
to patent it

Granuline works just like a magnet. A magnet attracts certain bodies. The molecules in 
the granulate attract dirt particles in the same way. And that’s not all. They lock away 
these particles in the cleaning solution. How it works: Step one: solid active cleaning 
substances (detergents) are combined with electrosteric molecules to form a solid 
basis. Step two: the detergents come into play. They moisten the surface and draw dirt 
particles directly into the cleaning solution. Step three: the product really starts making 
waves. The electrosteric molecules permanently lock away the dirt in the solution. For 
unbeatable triple power.

Negatively charged  
dirt particles

Electrosterically stabilised  
dirt particles

*Application solution

Until now, only liquid cleaning products contained the 
substances needed for high-quality cleaning. No water-
less cleaning products on the market were able to deliver 
comparable results. Until now. After years of intensive 
research, Wetrok has succeeded in developing a highly 
effective granulate. The procedure is so unique that it is 
patent-protected.

Works just like a magnet 

The dawn of a new era in cleaning. Granuline will revolutionise the cleaning market. Never before has a 
water-free cleaning product delivered such stunning results. Each individual granule contains concen-
trated cleaning power. This power is unleashed when the granulate is dissolved in water. In cold water. 
But how does this patent-protected new product actually work? 

Granufloor Granusan Granusurf

Floor maintenance cleaner Sanitary maintenance cleaner Surface cleaner

18720 1 pc. = 25 sticks of 24 g each
18721 1 pc. = 10 x 25 sticks of 24 g each

18730 1 pc. = 25 sticks of 5 g each
18731 1 pc. = 10 x 25 sticks of 5 g each

18710 1 pc. = 25 sticks of 5 g each
18711 1 pc. = 10 x 25 sticks of 5 g each

Properties:
• Self-mixing
• Suitable for machines
• Contains no solvents
• Dissolves immediately upon  

contact with water
• Lightly perfumed
• Dyed green

Properties:
• Acidic
• Heavily foaming: perfect for  

„Manual Foam Cleaning“ method
• Dissolves immediately upon  

contact with water
• Lightly perfumed
• Dyed red

Properties:
• Slightly alkaline
• Heavily foaming: perfect for  

„Manual Foam Cleaning“ method
• Dissolves immediately upon  

contact with water
• Lightly perfumed
• Dyed blue

Intended for all water-resistant  
floor coverings

Intended for all acid-resistant 
surfaces

Intended for all water-resistant
surfaces

pH value* : 7–8 pH value* : 2–3 pH value* : 8–9
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1 stick for 4 l of water 1 stick for 4 l of water

1 stick for one  
Wetrok foam bottle

1 stick for one  
Wetrok foam bottle

1 stick for 8 l of water

1 stick for 10 l of water
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A jury of independent experts 
selected Wetrok Granuline as the 
winning product for the cleaning 
agents category of the CMS Purus 
Innovation Award 2017.

During the cleaning trade fair CMS 
in Berlin, the innovation prize is 
awarded to exceptionally intelligent 
solutions.

Winning the prize is considered 
a true accolade in the cleaning 
industry but it stands for more 
than that:  Products by Wetrok are 
characterised by state-of-the-art 
technology. Most of all, however, 
they enable an easier working life 
for their users. 

Wetrok Granuline: 
an award-winning 
innovation

Manual foam cleaning – 
the secret to saving resources

Want to save time and money, but not at the expense of 
cleaning quality? Impossible until now. The effective manual 
foam cleaning method is the answer. This method uses no 
more chemicals or water than needed. Not a drop goes to 
waste. 

No spray particles in the air, no water bucket to carry around and no cloths 
to wring out. Our Wetrok foam bottle with clearly visible dosing instructions 
makes preparing the foam simple and safe. Simply apply the foam in the 
form of cross to a microfibre cloth. The foam then spreads evenly across the 
surface being cleaned.  

Wetrok manual foam cleaning – an ecological breakthrough with economical 
benefits.

With our Granuline sticks, you can finally forget about 
complicated dosage systems. One stick contains the 
right amount of cleaning agent for a foam bottle or a 
bucket. For 100% dosing accuracy – guaranteed.  
As easy to use as coffee capsules.

100% dosing accuracy

The sticks are easily opened by tearing along the perfo-
ration and the content is then simply added to the foam 
bottle or water bucket. It is virtually impossible for the 
granulate to come into contact with the eyes or skin. The 
products are solvent-free, meaning there are no fumes to 
inhale. There is no danger of spillage with granulate. The 
perfect solution for an all-round safer work environment.

Safety for cleaning personnelOne stick equals one application. Whether you‘re 
cleaning daily or weekly, you always know exactly how 
many sticks are required and the costs for each object. 
Calculating your costs has never been this easy!

Transparent consumption

It is no accident that the word „granulate“ is almost an 
anagram of „natural“. Exact dosing means a lot less 
chemicals go to waste. You don’t even have to recycle 
containers any more. All of our granulate products are 
solvent-free, which means no fumes. Great news for both 
your cleaning staff and the environment!

Environmental responsibility

Imagine if you could reduce the weight of your 10-litre 
chemical container by 95%. 
This is no longer just a pipe dream. Our Granuline 
products do away with having to lug heavy containers 
from A to B. 

Granuline is also a step ahead when it comes to volu-
me. The compact little boxes of sticks reduce storage 
space requirements by up to 75%. When was the last 
time you were able to reduce your storage costs that 
drastically?

Liquid cleaning products

Wetrok Granuline

Granulate power,  
that is making waves

Granuline:
Three granulate giants

Say goodbye to heavy containers! Another advantage: 
You will significantly reduce your storage and transport costs. Having many small sticks also allows 
for flexibility in terms of room distribution like never before. When are you going to jump on the gra-
nulate power bandwagon? 

Wetrok has made the impossible possible: a whole new family of products based entirely on gra-
nulate, Granuline. These products offer maximum cleaning power at minimum weight. Just imagi-
ne how little space you need for a small box of sticks compared to several large liquid containers. 
It‘s time to say goodbye to extortionate storage costs and lugging around heavy containers. 

The Granuline family consists of three patent-protected granulate cleaners: Granufloor floor main-
tenance cleaner, Granusan sanitary maintenance cleaner and Granusurf surface cleaner.
Packaged as handy sticks (single portions), they help ease the burden of daily cleaning. With granu-
late there is no risk of eyes and skin coming into contact with chemical substances. Less chemicals 
benefits the environment and also means more safety and comfort for your cleaning staff. 

Performance giant – 
Storage dwarf

Find out more about our whole 
world of cleaning methods.


